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“Senator,” said the White
county statesman, who had been
a personal enemy
of Senator

Clarke for many years, but who
chose to support him in the con1 | vention, “I do not come here
! ! to get in your band wagon, or
! ! to bury the hatchet, but I do
! ! indorse every word you said re! garding stolen elections ”
Col. Brundidge extended his
hand and Senator Clarke grasped it in an earnest handshake,
and a political grudge of many
years standing was shattered.
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We Take the Risk
We know you will be delighted
with the O-Cedar Polish Mop.
We know you will welcome
the relief it brings.
We know you will appreciate
the hard work it saves.
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We know you will be pleased
with the way it dusts, cleans and
polishes—all at the same time.
That is why we say:—
Try the O-Cedar Polish Mop for 2
days at our risk. If it is not satisfactory. we do not want you to keep it.
The price—$1.SO—will be returned
without question if it is not all. and wore.,
than we claim. Yon to be the fudge.
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